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Abstract: An electrical substation is a power transmitting and distribution system. In electrical network there are always possibilities of faults. Hence the current and voltage to a substation require regular monitoring and control. This project proposes a novel solution to both the above requirements. In this project & SCADA systems will be designed using RS VIEW 32, using which all the parameters of a substation like current, voltage, temperature and now of coolants in transformers etc can be monitored and automatically controlled from a distant location. These are contacted to a PLC at the substation

Index Terms: SCADA, PIC Sub-station.

I. INTRODUCTION

The substation is a to be integrated system for the analog and digital automation of distribution system for customers and user functions. The over -current, earth leakage current and other disturbances will create interruptions due to faults in the system. To trace out the fault location it requires, more time and the fault has to be cleared either manual or automatic operations. To create PLC and numerical relays have to be improved the fault management system. On the off chance that it is acted quicker, the conceivable to record the blame flows at the supply circulations and substations.

A. Action of Programmable logic controller (PLC)

The PLC acts as a micro processed computer and carried out control functions. To monitor the process parameter, operations and controlled, a skilled person is to be employed. A person who knows the operating of the PLC draws the lines and ladder diagram and convert into machine language [7]. PLC can operate any system without devices than can go and off. The electricity is used for the control based on relays which can allow power switched on and off without mechanical switch [6]. To make simple logical control decisions. This has many applications and equipments needed to be embedded devices as interfaces and used in the substation which will control transformer, voltage regulation, auto transfer and reclosing schemes, remote control and diagnostics maintenance.

B. Supervisory control and data acquisition (SCADA)

The SCADA is utilized as parameters of account, observing and control with information base. SCADA is having control programming and is application satisfying significant capacity on tab setting, information gathering and so on in SCADA framework, which is activators and investigation of information accumulation. The GSM provides a mobile communication [8] sending all alpha numeric messages to subscribers. SMS will deliver the all notifications and alerts to the subscribers with easer cost communication ability to get the return calls.

C. Basic structure of PLC and SCADA
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II. METHODOLOGY AND IMPLEMENTATION

Fig 3 Basic Diagram of Automation of the Sub-Station

A. Block Diagram Explanation

Voltage from potential transformer and current from current transformer are given to the signal conditioning circuit where voltage and current signals are rectified and converted into required signal input for PLC Pressure and temperature signal [9] from pressure sensor and temp sensor respectively are directly given to the PLC. The signals are compared in the PLC & a connection from the PLC is given to the relay which switches the circuit us per requirement. PLC is interfaced with a computer where the real time and history data is observed and stored.

III. IMPLEMENTATION

In the circuit diagram the two instrumentation transformer are used in which one is potential transformer (above) and another one is current transformer (below) on the left side of the programmable logic controller (PLC), which are used to step down voltage 230 to 9V and current 3-4A magnitude values of the single phase 50Hz alternating current supply. Followed by the stepped down output of the instrumentation transformer are fed into the “bridge rectifier”, where an alternating voltage and current are converting into the pulsating unidirectional direct current and then the pulsating D C is filtered using capacitor (63V, 1000μF for voltage & 25V 1000μF for current) filter which are connected across the bridge rectifier. Here the ripple of the pulsating D C is 80-90% is removed. Followed by the potentiometer are connected across the filter which can be used to vary or adjust the filtered one quantity and then the small value capacitor (104pF) are used across the potentiometer [10] to get smooth and noise free output and then a zener diode are connected in reverse biased mode across the PLC input terminal, which protect the signal conditioning circuit from the reverse current.

Fig 4 Circuit Diagram of Automation of the Sub-Station

One another rectifier and signal conditioning circuit is used with the same function and circuit element, as explained above, to provide the working or biasing voltage (power) to temperature sensor (LM35) & relay circuit [11]. The 9V battery are used provide biasing voltage to the pressure sensor (MP3V5050). The all four inputs such as current, voltage, pressure and temperature are fed into the PLC, where PLC compares the real time data of all the inputs with the predefined values[16], which are set in the ladder diagram program and depending upon the programmed conditions the PLC generates the control output which is fed into the relay and relay trips it's coil (either closing or opening it's contact) in order to protect the devices (load, appliances) etc. which has to protect. The field signals are connected to the input module. At the output of input module the field status converted into the voltage level required by the CPU is always available [12]. At the beginning of each cycle the CPU brings in all the field input signals from input module & stores into its internal memory called as process image input. The programmable controller operates cyclically meaning when complete program has been scanned; it starts again at the beginning of the program.

IV. PLC HARDWARE
A. Working of PLC Block Diagram Explanation

The input modules are connected to the CPU which brings input signals with in to the memory as image of input module [13]. The programme is scanned and begins the program. Input module gets the field signals which convert the voltages as per requirement of CPU. At the starting input signals[15] stored which brings the field signals in to the internal memory. It can be scanned by PLC which acts as cycle.

The controlling and monitoring of parameters like current, voltage, temperature, pressure etc could be done effectively. The process could carried out with low voltage (up to 24 V) with several system benefits, such as uninterrupted power supply, reduced man power, data storing and accuracy and even more and though the PLCs are developed to work out frequently [14] in even harsh environments. This can be operated according to the design and to the requirement of industry environment and can be applied in all functional areas to create and work it s function accurately.

VI. CONCLUSION

The applications of programmable logic controller are used for substation and distribution automation for the years which will responds are all challenges. The consultant is a important factor in PLC and SCADA systems which control system and can manage methodology in getting success of the projects.
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